
From the internationally acclaimed author of A History of Reading, 
a shape-shifting murder mystery that also seeks to solve a literary mystery

alberTo	Manguel

all Men are liars
Translated	by	Miranda	france

In this gorgeously imagined novel, a journalist interviews those who knew—or 
thought they knew—Alejandro Bevilacqua, a brilliant, infuriatingly elusive South 
American writer and author of the masterpiece In Praise of Lying. But the accounts 
of those in his circle of friends, lovers, and enemies become increasingly contradic-
tory, murky, and suspect. Is everyone lying, or just telling their own subjective ver-
sion of the truth? As the literary investigation unfolds and a chorus of Bevilacqua’s 
peers piece together the fractured reality of his life, thirty years after his death, only 
the reader holds the power of final judgment.

In All Men Are Liars, Alberto Manguel pays homage to literature’s inventions as 
well as explores whether we can ever truly know someone, and how, by whom,  
and for what, we ourselves will be remembered.

Born in Buenos Aires in 1948, ALBERTO MANGUEL is an 
acclaimed, award-winning Canadian writer. He is the author 
of numerous non-fiction books, including the innovative 
The Dictionary of Imaginary Places (co-written with Gianni 
Guadalupi) and A History of Reading, The Library at Night, and 
novels such as News from a Foreign Country Came. As a teenager 
in Buenos Aires, he served as a reader for the blind Jorge Luis 
Borges. He currently lives in the South of France.

www.alberto.manguel.com

Praise for All Men Are Liars

“A remarkable novel, richly textured, ingeniously constructed, 
and deeply unsettling.”—The Spectator (u.K.)

“Clever, witty, and entertaining.”—The Times (u.K.)

“[A] richly hued, melancholy, and funny puzzle of a novel.” 
—The Guardian	(u.K.)

sales
All Men Are Liars	has	sold	in	over	10	countries,	
including	the	u.K.,	brazil,	france,	and	Italy

alberto	Manguel	is	a	polymath—a	critic,	
memoirist,	novelist,	and	anthologist,	fluent	
in	english,	spanish,	french,	and	other	
languages—who	has	been	honoured	with	
prizes	and	professorships	all	over	the	world

Miranda	france	is	an	award-winning	translator	
who	has	done	a	remarkable	job	rendering	
alberto	Manguel’s	voice	into	english

simultaneous	publication	by	riverhead		
in	the	u.s.

MarkeTing
advance	reading	copies

national	review	mailing	and	profile	pitches
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